
Additional Media Outlets 
Should Address The Issue 
of Guest Worker Fraud and 
Corruption
Breitbart News Network is not without its lack of credibility with a large portion of the 
American public…and for good reason.



The Good News

´ The good news is that Breitbart News Network does a great job covering the issue 
of guest-worker fraud and corruption that spans private industry and federal 
legislative initiatives.

´ Breitbart News Network does reach a large percentage of the United States 
population allowing that percentage to gain insight into the plight of American 
Information Technology workers (and other professionals).



An Example of Good Journalism
At least someone understands the reality and its impacts
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The Biden administration is eliminating an office that was recently created
to protect many millions of American graduates — including Biden’s young
voters — from government-fueled corporate discrimination in hiring, pay,
and workplace rights.

The worker-rights office was announced January 13 by President Donald Trump’s deputies and canceled
January 26 by Biden’s deputies.

The short-lived office was intended to document and expose the corporate discrimination against
Americans that is fueled by the huge Occupational Practical Training (OPT) program.

In 2019, the OPT program provided work permits to 400,000 foreign graduates so they can take the jobs
and opportunities needed by graduates — including Biden’s voters — under rules that make foreign
workers much cheaper to hire and easier to manage than American graduates are. OPT workers are
foreign, temporary, contract workers — not immigrants.

The Biden cancellation is bad news for the many college students and graduates who pulled the lever for
Biden in November 2020, said Kevin Lynn, founder of U.S. Tech Workers, which fights the replacement
of American graduates. “Biden was selected by the corporatocracy [which sees] no role for American
graduates,” he said. American graduates “are not needed” by employers who can import many compliant,
cheap, and disposable foreign workers, he said.

Correspondingly, the cancellation was celebrated by the immigration lawyers who help Fortune 500
CEOs import foreigners to take the jobs needed by young Americans, including many debt-burdened
black and Latino graduates.

Thx @MDVisas for passing along some good news for F-1 students. Good example of how rolling
back obscure Trumpy immigration changes will look. pic.twitter.com/6EHuRoqgGV

— Greg Siskind (@gsiskind) January 26, 2021

On the same day, the administration canceled another graduate protection plan leftover from the Trump
administration.

The plan — which was blocked by corporate insiders in Trump’s White House — was to halt the award of
work permits to the spouses of the almost one million H-1B foreign contract workers who have jobs in
the United States. This H4EAD program was created by President Barack Obama — not by Congress —
and it added another 250,000 foreign contract workers who compete for jobs against American
graduates.

The cancellation was celebrated by Aaron Reichlin-Melnick. He is a Twitter spokesman for the investor-
backed American Immigration Council, which is a spinoff of the American Immigration Lawyers
Association:

https://twitter.com/MDVisas?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/6EHuRoqgGV
https://twitter.com/gsiskind/status/1354150565484392451?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/12/03/ceos-expand-green-card-workforce-u-s-jobs/
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Great news! DHS has formally withdrawn the Trump administration's attempt to strip work
authorization from spouses of individuals on H-1B visas, as well as a planned proposed rule on
provision waivers of unlawful presence. https://t.co/GztUv3w8Aj

— Aaron Reichlin-Melnick (@ReichlinMelnick) January 26, 2021

Biden’s officials have also canceled a recent move by the Department of Labor to limit the outsourcing of
U.S. jobs via the huge H-1B program. They are also expected to undermine other Trump regulations that
help protect American graduates from the H-1B program.

The administration’s actions match the demands of its corporate donors and cheerleaders, such as the
major universities that help deliver the OPT work permit to fee-paying foreign graduates.

Biden’s team is also backed by many corporate employers of OPT and H-1B workers, including Google,
Facebook, Salesforce, Apple, Amazon, Deloitte, Microsoft, and their trade groups. For example, Mark
Zuckerberg’s FWD.us advocacy group praised the preservation of the H4EAD program, which has helped
keep married H-1B contract workers from leaving the United States:

We commend the Biden-Harris Administration for taking immediate action to turn the page from
the Trump-Pence Administration’s disastrous immigration policies, and to do right by more than
100,000 hardworking immigrants who are contributing to the United States every single day in the
midst of a deadly pandemic.

The FWD.us group also praised the Biden team for dropping a draft “unlawful presence” rule that would
require the foreign student to go home after they get credentials from U.S. colleges. Without the rule,
many foreign graduates overstay their visas and work as white-collar illegal aliens in the jobs needed by
American graduates.

The Trump administration announced the OPT office on January 13.

The agency “is currently unable to evaluate the impact OPT has had on U.S. workers and foreign students
who have obtained work authorization through the programs,” said the January 13 message from
the Student and Exchange Visitor Program within the  U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) agency.

“To remedy this, SEVP is announcing the development of a new unit — the OPT Employment
Compliance Unit — that will be dedicated full-time to compliance matters involving wage, hours, and
compensation … the first report will be published on ICE.gov by July 31, 2021,” said the statement. It
continued:

For example, if the unit were to detect evidence that an employer is using OPT in a discriminatory
manner (e.g., as a means to hire only foreign nationals, or only individuals of certain nationalities to
the exclusion of others), or in a manner that negatively impacts wages, this unit may notify DOL and
the U.S. Department of Justice of such evidence, where HSI is unable to address such matters, so
that the evidence can be investigated further.

https://t.co/GztUv3w8Aj
https://twitter.com/ReichlinMelnick/status/1354178141170921473?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/11/20/labor-dept-foreign-worker-hiring-highly-susceptible-to-fraud-from-before-2003/
https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/11/02/universities-damn-trump-policy-for-raising-college-graduates-salaries/
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/sevis/pdf/data_Top200_EmployersSTEM_OPT_Students2019.pdf
https://www.myvisajobs.com/H1B-Visa/SearchLCA.aspx
https://twitter.com/NeilMunroDC/status/1350311408836239361?s=20
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…

The loss of employment many U.S. workers have faced since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic as employers lay off significant portions of their workforce (while still, in some cases,
seeking to hire more foreign workers), makes this work particularly timely.

On January 26, Biden’s deputies announced they would cancel the transparency program:

After conducting an additional review of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s optional
practical training (OPT) compliance effort, the program determined that it is already performing
much of the work outlined in the Broadcast Message. As such, the creation of the new unit is not
necessary at this time.

Before Trump’s arrival, the federal government released minimal information about the huge OPT
program. In 2018, Trump’s deputies released some limited information, allowing Breitbart News and the
FBI to expose widespread fraud.

But the federal government provides little information about the jobs and wages lost to the OPT
program. The federal website provides some basic data about annual numbers, the major OPT
employers, that the universities which profit from the OPT program. But the agency provides little data
about the operation of the program, the wages paid to OPT, workers, the many small companies that use
OPTs to fill Fortune 500 outsourcing contracts, or about reported hiring discrimination against
Americans.

However, many foreign and American workers tell Breitbart News that the OPT program — and its sister
program, the Curricular Practical Training (CPT) program — provides the workforce for the lowest level
of the Fortune 500’s labor pyramid.

The OPT and CPT workers — plus many white-collar illegal aliens and overstays — work long hours at
meager pay because they hope to get promoted into full-time jobs and then into the H-1B program. They
want to get into the H-1B program because it allows them to eventually get green cards.

The one million-plus foreign workers in this Green Card Workforce displace many American graduates
from vital gateway jobs in science, software, accountancy, or health care. The flood of labor in this hidden
pyramid also cuts salaries for college graduates — and boosts stock prices for investors and older
Americans — including the parents and teachers of the American graduates.

For example, a group of economists estimated in January that Trump’s recent curbs on corporate use of
H-1B contract workers nicked the stock market value of Fortune 500 companies “by about 0.45% —
representing a total loss of around $100 billion.”

Other evidence suggests that the Fortune 500’s reliance on many foreign contract workers is sidelining
qualified Americans, damaging corporate innovation, helping China, and also diverting investment, jobs,
and wealth from central states to the coastal states.

https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2019/04/14/feds-company-faked-white-collar-jobs-1900-chinese-migrants/
https://www.ice.gov/SEVPdata
https://hbr.org/2021/01/research-the-cost-of-a-single-u-s-immigration-restriction
https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/12/03/trumps-doj-sues-zuckerbergs-facebook-anti-american-discrimination/
https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/07/30/intels-stock-drops-as-its-visa-worker-population-rises/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/26/ex-google-chief-uses-top-tier-immigration-claim-to-sideline-u-s-college-graduates/
https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/05/22/fed-data-visa-worker-program-sneaks-wealth-jobs-blue-states-tech-industry/
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But this hidden labor market is rarely covered in corporate media, such a Jeff Bezos’ Washington Post, or
in the pro-migration New York Times.

However, Lynn and his member of American professionals are trying to raise awareness of how the OPT
program pushes young Americans out of good careers.

“The OPT work permit masquerades workers as ‘students,’ so employers are under no obligation to pay
them fair market wages,” Lynn noted, adding:

The Biden Administration is under the false delusion that these international students are the best
and brightest in the world, so deserve to stay here permanently. Research by the [left-wing]
Economic Policy Institute shows that the majority of these students are not the best and brightest,
and are entering low-ranked US universities with low entrance requirements [to get work permit].
Universities profit because international students pay full freight tuition, while American students
are graduating with immense student loan debt and having to now compete with OPT work-permit
holders.

The ICE data shows that the OPT program delivers many foreign workers into Fortune 500 jobs, where
managers have a lot of freedom to hire within their own ethnic networks. For example, since 2003,
Amazon has hired 12,173 people via the program, while Deloitte has hired 5,799 foreign graduates, and
Apple has hired 2,667 people.

For years, a wide variety of pollsters have shown deep and broad opposition to labor migration — or the
inflow of temporary contract workers into jobs sought by young U.S. graduates.

The multiracial, cross-sex, nonracist, class-based, and solidarity-themed opposition to labor migration
coexists with generally favorable personal feelings toward legal immigrants and toward immigration in
theory — despite the media magnification of many skewed polls and articles that still push the 1950’s
“Nation of Immigrants” claim.

Migration allows investors and CEOs to skimp on labor-saving technology, sideline U.S. minorities,
ignore disabled people, exploit stoop labor in the fields, shortchange labor in the cities, and impose tight
control pay cuts on American professionals.

Migration also helps corral technological innovation by minimizing the employment of American
graduates, undermine Americans’ labor rights, and redirect progressive journalists to cheerlead for Wall
Street’s priorities and claims.

Wall St. & CEOs are waving skewed polls (& checks) to urge politicians to jump back into the
amnesty waters.  
Polls show (& pols know) that voters strongly prefer economic policies to help blue/white-collar
Americans get good jobs  
IOW, pocketbook politicshttps://t.co/fMtpvV1GYW

— Neil Munro (@NeilMunroDC) January 23, 2021
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The Bad News

´ Breitbart News Networks name invokes a negative response by a large percentage 
of the United States population leading to the following:
´ Lack of trust in articles published

´ Reputation of being too extreme to one side of the political spectrum



Example of Corruption at The Top
Receiving a Pardon Does Imply One Committed a Crime



Photo of Steve Bannon 
assumed to have be taken 
after receiving a pardon from 
then President Donald J. 
Trump.

”A pardon is a government decision to allow a person to be relieved of some or all of the legal 
consequences resulting from a criminal conviction.  A pardon may be granted before or after 
conviction for the crime, depending on the laws of the jurisdiction.”

Wikipedia contributors. (2021, January 28). Pardon. In Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Retrieved 18:53, 
January 29, 2021, from https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pardon&oldid=1003314564

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pardon&oldid=1003314564


What Does The Pardon Absolve?
Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud
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Remember You Were Told Mexico 
Was Going to Pay for The Wall

One sovereign state cannot 
force another sovereign state 
to pay for costs incurred.

That is why the following 
happened:

1) Use of US military funds 
to build wall is illegal.

2) Trump wants 5.6$ billion 
US tax payer dollars to 
build wall. 

https://www.texastribune.org/2020/06/26/military-funds-border-wall/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-shutdown/trump-threatens-years-long-government-shutdown-emergency-powers-to-build-wall-idUSKCN1OY0D3


Conclusion

´ Other media organizations beyond Breitbart News Network should raise 
awareness to the issues surrounding guest-worker fraud and corruption.

´ If other media organizations were to address the issue more people would trust 
that what is being conveyed is accurate.

´ Breitbart News Network has done a good job raising awareness but lacks 
credibility due to past issues that make the American public distrust the 
organization and its published material.


